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func ti on,!G we :~;lcllha.t a shift of f.e observed magni
lude would be produced by 0.03% 3p char:1.cter on the 
Cl- ion. This is surprisingly sm:1.11 and its elucidation 
must await further data . 

"F. Hcrm:m and S. Skillman, A tom·ic Structure Colwla/ions 
(Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood ClilTs, New Jersey, 1963) . 

Work is continuing in other compounds of the UCls 
structure, and at lower temperatures. 
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The paramagnetic reson:mce linewidlhs of the di-Iert-butyl nitroxide free radical have been measured 
;'IS a funct ion of hydrostatic pressure and of temperature in the pure hydrocarbon solvents methylcyclo
hexane, ?I-pentane, and propane. These dat:!. ar.:: reported :!.t conditions under which intermolecubr spin 
exch:lnge gives the principal contribution to the linewidth. Deviations of the lincwidth from a linea: (1.::
]1cndcncc on T h, where." is the liquid viscosity, :!.re altrilmted to a dropping otT of p, the average exchange 
probability per radical-radical encounter, from unity at low v:tlues of "IT. The viscosity and temperature 
clcpcnclence of p is found to be p = l-exp ( - a'lIT) , where u is:!. positive constant which depends upon the 
solvenl. This form of jJ ('I, T) is shown to arise from a theory which treats the exchange reaction as :!. uni
molecular kinetic process which may occur, however, only during n. radical-radical encounter in the liquid . 
Radical-oxygen exchange rates were also measured in methyl cyclohexane and the Slme theory explains 
the 'I and T dependence . 

INTRODUCTION 

nr-m widths of individual hyperfine lines of free 
r:1.dicab in liquids are observed to broaden witll 

increasing radical concentration and with decreasing 
solvent viscosity. This phenomenon is due to spin
exchange i'nteractions which cause the magnetic en
"ironment of an electron spin undergoing magnetic 
resonance to fluctuate . At high solvent viscosities, the 
widths of the hyperfine lines increase anisotropically 
with viscosi ty as the rad ical tumbling becomes too 
slow to average the anisotropies in the spin Hamil
tonian.! \\' e are concerned in this paper with the study 
oi radicai-solvent systems in which spin exchange is 
the dominant line broadening process. \Ve have done 
t\l'O typ<.:s of experiJ11(;nts on the paramagnetic reso
nance lill<':\I' idth :; of the free radical di-t-butyl nitrox
ide CDTB:\,) in solutions of simple saturated hydro
carhons in ordt.;r to study these exchange interactions. 
In lh-: :,rs t typ<.: of experiments, the paramagnetic 

• l 'rc~ent .\dd1',·';'; : Department of Chemistry, Univcr,ity of 
C:tliiorni:t, R!wrsid", C:t1iforni;t. 

I (a) 11 . i\f. i\ lcCunntll, J. Chem . Phys. 25, 709 (1956). (lJ) 
:1\. Edelstein,:\. l\.\\'ok , and A. H. i\f:tki, ·ibid. 41,179 (196-1) . 

resonance linewidths were measured at constant tem
perature a<; a function of solvent viscosity. The solvent 
viscosity was varied by the application of hydrostatic 
pre::;sure. Radical-oxygcn exchange, as well as radical
radical exchange was ~.' udied in samples which were 
not deoxygenated . The second type of experime:nt was 
done by varying the temperature of solutions of the 
radical dissolved in liquid pentane and in liquid propane 
in scaled tubes . In this type of e),:periment the radical
radical exchange rates were correlated with the tem
perature, as well as with the viscosity of the liquid. 

Pake and Tuttle2 have developed a theory which 
gives the dependence of the spin exchange frequency 
Pcx on temperature and the visco~ity of the solvent. 
They assume 

where Pene is the encounter ra.tc of paramagnetic mol
ecules in the liquid, and p is the probability of ~pin 
exchange during :l.I1 encounter. Both Pene ani: p (k )cnd 
upon viscosity and temperature; al1 expression for Peno 

2 G. E . Pake and T. R. Tuttle, Jr. Ph),s. l~cv. Letters 3, 423 
(1959) . 
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is given in rake ~1.l1d Tuttle's paper . ~ Ki,"clsonJ has 
also discussed the probh:m of spin exchange in free 
radical solutions, and has presented a more quantitative 
theory. 

In the next section, we give some of the experimental 
details, followed by the experimental results, from 
which arc deduced the exchange probability p and its 
dcpendencc on the viscosity 1] and temperature T. A 
simple model is then presented which gives the ob
served form of p(1], T ) . 

EXPERIMENTAL 

A. Pressure Runs 

The X-band paramagnetic resonance spectrometer, 
the hic;h-prcssure cavity bomb, and pressure generating 
and measuring equipment were the same as those 
de,~:::)ed previously.lb The temperature of all runs 
was 200 ±2°C. Solvent viscosities were calculated from 
Bridgm:lI1's·j data by a logarithmic temperature extrap
olation :l.t each pressure. The effect of the small 
fraction of ,;olute on the solvent viscosity was assumed 
negligible . The followi ng samples of the radical were 
mL';l~urccl in methyl cyclohcxane (E:l.stman, spect.ro 
gr:Hk) :b "olwnt in the pres~ure range 1-6000 kg/cm2 

(1]""O.i-[--rS c1') : ( 1) O.Ot2M deoxygenated solution, 
(2) O.012Jr ~oll!t i on satur:1.tell wi th air at 1 ~llIn, and 
(3) 0.002·U[ ,;olulion s:l.turated with air at 1 atm. A 
sample of the radical in n-pentane (Phillips, 99 mole %) 
was also measured in the pressure range 1-10 200 kg/ cm2 

(0 .27-11 cP) . The concentration was 0.012M and the 
solution was deoxygenated. 

B. Temperature Runs 

Two solvents were used, n-pentane (Phillips, 99 
mole %), and propane (Phillips, 99.99 mole %) . The 
radical W:1.S diluted with pentane, placed in a Pyrex 
capillary tube (5 mm o.d., 2 mm i.d .), degassed on a 
vacuum line and seaJed off under vacuum. The con
CL'ntration W:1.S about O.OO·JM and measurements WL're 
m:l.de between 20° and 60°C. The propane solution 
was !llad~ by distilling the solvent from :t u-penlanc 
solution in a c:IJli llary :\t c11'y-ice tL'mpcralure . Propa nL', 
preyiously condcns~d in a trap w:ls distilled into the 
c:lpillary, :lml the lube scaled under vacuum . The 
concentration was abou t O.OIJ1i at 20°C. Paramagnetic 
resonance measu rements were made between - 137° 
:lnd 81°C. Viscosities of propane were obtained from 
the data or Lipkin et al.5 and Sage and Lacey.6 An 
extrapolation was necessary between - 137° and 

3 0 . Kivclson, J. Chern. Phys. 33, 1094 (1960) . 
'P. W. TIrid;::nan, The Physics of High Pressure (G. Bell and 

Son. Ltd. , London, 1952) . 
s:.\1. R. Ijpkin, J. A. Davison, and S. S. Kurtz, Jr., Ind. Eng. 

C1:cm. 3-1, 976 (19·12) . 
• B. H . Sage and W. N . Lacey, Ind. Eng. Chern . 30, 829 (1938) . 

----~~--

-73.3°C. Corrections were made fOl" the ch~lngc in 
concentration of the radical due to changes in the 
liquid and vapor densiLiL's with tcmpen'..ture . The 
densities of the saturated liquid :lnd yapor at variou;; 
temperatures were obtained from t e Illiematioila! 
Cr-itical Ta bles for pentane, and from the c1ata of 
Deschner,1 Sage et at} and Thodosn for propane. \\"c 
have assumed that the solute remain,; entin:ly in the 
liquid phase at all temperatures . The temperature of 
the measurement was maintained by passing a cooled 
or heated stream of ni trogen gas through a quartz 
Dewar in the microwave cavity cont<:..ining the samplc. 
The temperature was monitored by thermocouples 
placed above and below the sample. The accuracy of 
all temperature measurements is estimated as at least 
±3°C. 

C. Treatment of Data 

The paramagnetic resonance spectrum or DTI3::\ in 
dilute fluid solution consists of three equ<:lly inte~sc 
hyperfine lines of equal width, with (g)= 2.0064, ane! 
(a.v )= 15.4 G. In dilute solutions, when exch:tnge is 
unimportant, each line has a peak-lo-peak ",ielt h of 
0.55 GJO due principally to unresolved hyperJine inLl:r
actions with the I-butyl protons, (<III )", 0.1 (;; thi, 
splitting may he resolved ul1der stringL'nt L'xpcrimcl1t:tl 
conditions . . '\s the exchange r:lte increases, the indivi(l
uallincs broaden, and the ou ler lines move toward tl)(: 
center of the spectrum. At high exch~ll1ge rates the 
hyperfine structure collapses into a single "(:xchange
narrowed" line which becomes narrower as the ex
change rate increases. All samples were sufficiently 
dilute that even at the highest exchange rates re::.ch~e!, 
the individua.l hyperfine lines were still resolved . The 
linewidths measured and referred to throughout this 
paper are the peak-peak linewidths of the first-deriva
tive spectra. All three lines were measured, and th(; 
average was taken as the lincwidth undL'r the particular 
experimental conditions. Generally, two compld(; 
spcctra were measured ane! averaged . The estimatcd 
accuracy of linewidth measurcment,; U(;LWeen 2 and 
4 G is ±2%, while the accuracy of measurements out 
of that range approaches 5%. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In Figs. l(a) and l(b) we h:1.ve plotted lhe :tver:cgl: 
linewidth of DTBN in propane and in II-pl:ntane, 
respectively, vs the quantity T /2931] (CP-l) . The 
pentane measurements include points from the varia
ble temperature measurements (filled circles), and 
from the variable pressure measuremen ts (open circles) . 

7 W. W. Deschner, Ind. Eng. Chern. 32, 836 (19-10) . 
S B. H. Sage, J. G. Schaaisma, and W. K Lac.::)', Ind. Eng. 

Chern . 26,1218 (1934) . 
g G. Thodos, Ind. Eng. Chern. 42, 1514 (1950) . 
10 J. Gendell (private communication). 
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Since the concenlration of Llll; radical \\':1S different in 
the two J11e:lsurcmen ts. the Ii newid ths observed at 
variabk temperature were multiplied by the Iincwidth 
rJtio of Lhe ! \\'0 solut ions at a common set of conditions 
(20 0 e, j>= 1 .Illn) . This procedure is justified since in 
this range of concentration it was independently veri
lied that the linewidth is linear with concentration.ll 

The ~amt: linearity of lincwidth with concentration W:1S 
assumed in correcting the data for changes in liquid 
and vapor density with temperature. 

TilL: results oi the variable pressure measurements in 
mcthyl cyclohcxane at·20°C a re presented in Fig. 2(:1) . 
It should be noted that for the deoxygenated solution, 
the linewidth is linear with 7]-1, whereas a definite 
CUITature is noticed for the two solutions containing 
oxygen. The da~hed line in Fig. 2(a) is the theoretical 
plot of a O.002·Bf deoxygenated solution, the slope of 
which is ollc-fifth th:1t of the 0.012}f deoxygenated 
solution. This rehtionship is also established by the 
linearity of W wiLh concentration in the region of 
exchange rates covered by these experiments . The line 
wa:; located to give the same difference in intercepts 

6 

T 1293~.CCENT I PO I SO-' 

(a) 

7 3 4 , b 
TI .!fJj 1 ,(C.i.Nlll'OI~~)·' 

(b) 

FIG. 1. (a) L:newidths of DTBX in liquid propane, c~O.()U[ 
at 20°C. Data ohtained in sealed tube a t variable .lemperalur<:. 
(0) . Lincwidlh of DTBX in liquid 71-penlane. Open circles repre
sent data at varia.hIe pressure with T= 293°K, while filled circles 
are data at \'ariable temperature and P= 1 atm . Liquids are 
dcoxygenalcd. c=0.012J! ; 'J : "ariahle pressure data, and C"-' 

o.oo·ur for variable tcmpcr"ture (bla. Linewidths were nor
m:dizcd ior the concentration difference. 

11 A. Kwok, thesis, Harvard university, See also 1\1. T . Jones, 
J. Chem. Phys. 38, 2892 (1963); and J. Danner and T. R . Tuttle, 
Jr., J. Am. Chem. Soc. 85, 4052 (1963) . 
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FIG. 2 (a) Lincwidths of DTBN in liquid methylcydohcxane. 
All data are at variable pressure at T= 293°K. Open circl~s arc 
c=0.012J1, air salurated at P= 1 atm, filled circles are c= 
0.0024M, air saturated at P= 1 atm, and hair-filled circles are 
c=0.012M, deoxygenated solution. The dashed line represents 
the expected behavior of a c=0.0024.1[ deoxygenated solution . 
(b) Linewidlh differences c,w between oxygen containing and 
deoxygenated solutions of DTB:\f in methylcyclohexane. Solid 
line is for a radical concentration of c=0.012-'1-1, whil" dashed 
line is for c=0.0024M. 

between deoxygenated solutions as that observed be
twecn the oxygen containing solutions at thesc con
centmtions. 

Figure 2(b) illustrates the e(l't;ct of dissolved oxygen 
on the free radical lincwidths. Thc solid line i" the: 
difference in linewidth (.CdV) Lelwee:n ox.\·gt:n contain
ing and deoxygen:tted !:iolulions, at c= 0.01.2-11, whereas 
the dashed line is the difference in linewidth bdween 
the oxygen containing O.002·Bf solut.ion and tlut or 
the theoretical deoxygenated solutio a of Lhc same con
centration. It is observed that the nonlineariL\" of the 
curves in Fig. 2(a) is due to the presence ot dissolved 
oxygen at both radic:11 concentrations, :1nd tint the 
effect of oxygen is the same at both radical concentra
tions. 

It is found t:L _ at high viscosities, the line\\"idth is 
approximately line:1r with T /7], which is th.:: predicted 
behavior according to the theory of Pake :1nd Tllttle~ 
for p= 1, whereas the slope falls off at lower viscosities. 
It is assumed that in the linear region p= 1, and that 
the falling off of the linewidth at reduced viscosities is 
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FIG. 3. (a) Prob:lbility of exch:lnge during a single radical 
encounter, p, vs 293T}/T jor DTBN in propane. Solid line is a 
plot of jI=1 -exp( -2.S1XIO'T}/T) . (b) Probability of exchange 
during radical encounter, I), vs 293T}/T for DTJJ)f in n-pentane. 
Solid line is a plot of /) =l-exp( -l.OlXlO"»/ T) . (c) Proba
bility oi spin exchange eluring r:ldical-o;..ygcn encounter, p', vs T} 
in methylcyclohcx:mc. T=2CJ3°K fo r all points. Solid line is a 
plot of p'=1-cxjl ( - O.19Xl()J'1/T) . 

due to the reduclion o[ jJ, the exchange prohability 
per radical r:Hlic:d encoullter. The v;lIues of /)(rj, T) 
were Obla ineo by l he following procedure. The linear 
portion of the TV \'s T/rJ curve was extr:J.polated, and 
p(7], T) W:J.S calculated from the r:J.tio 

where 0.55 G is the residual linewidth of the lines in 
the absence of exchange. In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) we 
plot p(7], T ) vs 293 "fl/T for r:J.dical-radical exchange 
in propane ,~;ld pentane, respectively. The open circles 
arc data from preSSl re measurements ; the filled circles 
arc the data from the variable temperatme measure
ments. Figure 3 (c) is :J. plot of the probability of a 
radical-oxygen exch:J.nge reaction during an encounter 
vs the viscosity of methyl cyclohexane. It should be 
recalled th:u in me:th)'l cyclohexa ne, jJ = 1 for radical
r:J.dical exchange in the e:ntire range of l11e<lsurel11enls. 
The solid lines in Figs. 3(a)-3(c) arc plots of p=l 
\..,.J( - 2.S1XlO" 7]/1') , p=l- exp ( - 1.01XlO" ",/T) , 

and p= 1- exp( - 0.193X 10:l1J/T), re:speclivcly. These 
results are discussed in the next section. 

THEORY 

The influence of intermolecular spin exchan::\e on 
paramagnetic resonance spectra in liquids is well under
stood. As the exchange rate Vex increases, each hyperfine 
component of the reson:mce spectrum is broadened at 
a rate which depends upon the degeneracy of its nuck:lr 
spin state. The lines also shift tow<lrd the: center of L c 
spectrum. When the hyperfine lines arc still well sepa
rn.ted, so that the linewidths can be me:asured accu
rately, the relationship 

(1 ) 

ofiers an excellent means of evaluating 1 he exchange 
frequency. In Eq . (1) TV" is the peak-p(;~lk linewidth 
of the <lbsorption deriva.tive of 1 he o:th hyperfme com
ponent, l~" is a proportionality constant, and R" 
represents other contributions to the linewidth. The 
exchn.nge Hamiltonian is represented by 

JCex = - L1ijS$j 
i<; 

with the exchange integral J i ; given by 

where i ~U1d j refer to the un paired electrons expe:ri
encing mutun.l spin precession, and A and 13 denote 
the two radicals. Since J ij depends strongly on the 
overlap of the wavcfunctions, J-h *(r i)t/lnCri)d' i. it is 
in g<;neral n. function not only oi the distance ht;lween 
A and B bu t of their re:lal ive oricntation as well. 

)f wc assume that the potential cner6ics I)ctw<;cn 
rad ie-a Is are small com p:l re:cJ wi t h l hermal c-nergi,·s, l he 
theo ry of random nights applies lo th e;r motions . We: 
shall assume that the exchange in ter<lction is import:ll1t 
only for nen.rest neighbors and J i;r-vO after one of the 
radicals has made a diJ1usional jump. If the exchan,;c: 
probability during an encounter p is unity Vex is simply 
equal to the encounter rate between radic:J.ls, Vone. Ii 
on the other hand p is less than 1, both Vene and p are 
important m determining Vex. Accordingly, Eq. (1) 
becomes 

W" =k"vcneP+R,,. (3) 

As pointed out by Pake and Tuttle,2 Vone is given by 

Vene = nlV TZ/ i\T B, (4) 

where n is the frequency of diffusionn.l jumps or the 
rad icals, Nr a.nd N. a.re the number of udiG,1 molccuks, 
and solvent molecules in solution, respectively, :1.I1d ::; 
is the a.verge number of new ne:ighbors a r:J.dical 
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("ncoun~e:rs aft·r each jump. If the time required to 
!11ake a jump is much less than Tene, the average dura
tion of ~,n encounter, nC::::::::Tenc- 1. The quantity Tene may 
be approxim:ltcd by 

(5) 

where A is the il1leraction radius, and 7J is the solvent 
vi,cosity. Equation (3) can be rewritten as 

(6) 

which, when combined with Eq. (5), gives Wa<X T/TJ, 
provided p = 1. 

\\'c yopo,;e the following simple model to calculate 
the probability p. During an encounter between radi
cab, we will assume that the distance between them 
remains elTectivdy constant. The relative oricntation 
Ilf l he rael" cab, which can be expressed by a set of 
Eulerian angle::;, O(t), changes during an encounter, 
pro\·idl'd the rotational corrclation time Te is short 
COl11p.,r ..;,_ wi th T"ne' If we assume that fJ(t) is a random 
iunction of time, it follows that Jij(t) , durillg an 

CHCIYlIlllcr, is abo a random function of time. This 
H ~sumes that J i ; is a function of fJ, which is reasonable 
in this case, since the odd electron, being principally 
localized on the XO group, is anisotropically shielded 
irom the environment by the bulky t-butyl groups . Let 
us, for convenience, S:lY that the mdicals encounter ~t 
1= - T<"no/2, and fly ap:lrt at t=Tene/2 . Dropping the 
subscripts i and j, the exchange integral in Eq. (2) 
becomes 

J = J[fJ (/) , roJ= J (t), I t 1< 7 cne/2, (7) 

where ru is the ensemble :lverage of the distance between 
lWO radicals during an encounter. Our model implies 
that J(O, ro) i" a peaked function of fJ. Although there 
m:ty be several values of 0 at which J peab, we here 
for the sake of di"cllssion assume that there is only 
one such orientation 00 . The time which elapses afl.er 
the formation of a "mdical pair" before the optimum 
orientation Do is attained is :l mndom variable, bec:luse 
0(/) is a random function. 

Let us define J o as the average exchange frequency 
during an encounter. Since we assume that J(t) has 
no explicit time cependence, J o is given by the ensemble 
average at any local time t in the interval I t 1< Tenc/2, 
for instance, t= 0, i.e., 

J o= (l(0) ), (8) 

where the angle brackets indicate the ensemble average. 
The problem, as a result of this model, is analogous 

to the principle of random lifetimes in unimolecular 
reaction;,. in corresponds to the first-oreler kinetic rate 
constant. The dificrencc is thuL in our case there is a 
limilto the dur:ttion of tIll': "radical pair," namely, Tonc, 

whether an exchange "reaction" has taken place or not . 
The probability that the "radical pair" undergoes an 
exchange "reaction" after a time T is given by 

fH = exp( - JOT) . (9) 

Hence the prob:lbility that an exchange reaction takes 
place in the time T=Tene is simply 

p= 1- exp( - JOTene). (10) 

With P given by Eq. (10), the limiting conditions for 
Wa in Eq. (6) are 

for JuTene»1 (11) 
and 

for J OTel1e->O. (12) 

If there is a second par:lm:lgnetic speci<.:s in solutio~, 
spin exchange between the mdical and the second para
magnetic species may be important. This appears to 
be the case in oxygen-cont:lining solutions. The ob
served exchange frequency is the slim of two COil ~ r;~)ll
tions 

::; (YrP I _VoP') vcx=r -'-,- , 
1\. Tene 7" ene 

(13) 

where No is the number of oxygen molecules in solution 
and the primes signify oxygen-radical interactions. 

DISCUSSION 

Since the populations for the sta tes .11 I = -I, 0, :lnd 
1 arc approximately equal, ka is the same for each of 
the hyperiine lines, and we obtain the following exprcs
sion for the average linewidth from Eqs. (5) and (6) : 

(14) 

where R= 0.55 G is the residual linewicllh discu",;ccl 
earlier. It is app::mnt from Figs. l(a), 1(1)), and 2(a) 
that all the extrapolated linewicJ ths at T /7J = 0 arc 
grc:aler than 0.55 G. The largest discrepancy is approxi
m~ltcly 0.5 G for the most concentrat(;d solutions, and 
the cJiscrepancy appe::trs to depend upon concenlr:ltion. 
The most likely mechanism giving rise to the :lcJcJ : .: . .)nal 
linewidth is intermolecular dipole-dipole bro:ldeni:1g. 
The diffusional motion of the radicals averages out 
this line broadening mechanism at lower viscosities, 
and we have consequently not taken this chect into 
account in calculating p. At low solvent visco~iLies, 

where the lowest values of p were obtained, the dipolar 
contribution to the linewidth must be only a small 
fraction of R, whereas the measured lV are gre: ter 
than 6 G. We do not expect, therefore, that neglect of 
the dipole-dipole broad.:ning mechanism le:lds to :my 
signiGcant error in the calculated values of p. 

From Fig. 2(b) we lind that till.: linc\\'iclth cOnLribu
tions due to radical-radical and r:tdical-oxygcn ex
change are additive, thl!::' justifying Eq. (13) . 
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The form of p(7]. T) obtained in the previous section 
[Eq. (10)J is vcriiied by the plot::; in Figs. 3(~L)-3(c). 
The \'alitlilY of Eq. (.5) for Telle is assumed . The simple 
l.nimolccular reaction model is thus seen to account 
in a saLisbclory way for the exchange probability 
paramder p(7], T ) . Interestingly enough, it is empiri
cally iound that .lOTene for radical-radical exchange is 
strongly solvenL-clependent, and that for the same sol
vent (melhyl cyclohexane) lOTellc»lo'T'cne. The values 
of loT""e an: found to be 1.01X 103 7]/ T (n-pentane), 
2.S1 X 10'17]/ T (propane), ;(; 1 X H)'l7]/ T (methylcyc1o
hexane), whik 10'T','ne=0.19X10:!7]/T (methylcyclo
hexane ) . \':,;co:;itics are expressed in centipoise. 

From ~h(; empirical values of 10Tene and Eq. (5) 
with }.=3XlO-' cm, 10 was calculated to be 1.6XlOll 
sec1 in n-pentane, 4:.5 X 1011 sec1 in propane and 
;(; 1.6X 1011 sec1 in methylcyclohexane. 10'T'ene is 

about an order of magnitude smaller Lhan the: carr\:· 
sponding quantity for radical-radical exchancie. It :,: 
expected, however, that 'A', the interaction raclil.S io: 
the oxygen molecule, is also appreciably smdlcr. Thc,c 
values of 10 are about an order of magnitude: Iar;.;er 
lh;lll the value estimated by Pake and Tuttk2 ior 
polycrystalline DPPH (lOW-lOll sec1) . 
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Thc cryslal struclure of Li,BeF.ZrFs h:ts been determined by x-my diffraction. The tetragonal unit 
cell, haying a = 6.5i, c= 18.62 A, contains four formula wcights; the sp;cce group is lJ.ih"-14Iol/ld. Discrcte 
IkF.:z- ,1ml Zr1'8'- ions ,'He connected by sh:lrccl Li+ ions. Thc Bcl i •z- tetr;chcdron is quile regular with ~l 
lle-F distance of 1.57±0.01 A; the ZrFg'- dodecahedron has two indepcoo ;~n l Zr-F bonds of 2.05±0.01 A 
:tnd 2.16±O.01 A, and deviates considerably from the shape predicted Ly theory. 

INTRODUCTION 

'/,7IRCO:\IU),l is known to occur as the central atom 
i!..2 of a variety of complex coordination polyhedra, 
oiten bearing eigh t ligands arranged in dodecahedral 
or square-anti prismatic synuuetry.I,2 Racah3 and 
Duriey" have derived orbit::tl strengths for these con
figurations using d·'sp· hybridization. Their calculations 
established ;~o sigailican t energy eli rference between the 
configurations, ii isolated complexes are considered. 

The configur::tLion adopted in a particular crystal is 
therefore determined in part by external influences, 
such as ligand-ligand repulsions, constraints dtle to 

t Research sponsored hy the U .S. Alomic Energy Commission 
under cor .. ract "'ith Ihe Uni,)lJ Carbide Corporation . 

I J. L. Hoard and J. V. Silverlon, Tnoq.:. Chem. 2, 235 (196.1) . 
2 R. J. H. Clark, D. L. Kepcrt , and R. S. Nyholm, Katurc 199, 

559 (b03) . 
3 G. Racah, J. Chern. Phys. 11 , 214 (1%1) . 
• G. E. Duiicy, J. Chern. Phys. 18, 7<16, 1444 (1950). 

bonding between ligands, and packing requirements. 
Thus it is interesting to examine MX8-type configuJ'')-
tions in which, as in the well known :\10 (C:\) 8"- iun " 
the centr::tl metal atom is bonded to eight apparently 
equivalent monodentatc ligands. 

In an investigation of the phase diagram of tb(; 
ternary system LiF-BeFr ZrF4, Thoma ci al. G (\iscoverul 
a primary phase of composi lion 6LiF · Belo':! ' Zr ", . '!'he 
stoichiometry and prelimin::try x-ray studies suggestl:l, 
the possible occurrence oi complex octalluorozirconaL<: 
and tetrafluoroberyllate ions in the crystal. 

The coexistence of two cliscrde complex anions in a 
crystal is not common . But since it seemed likcJ.Y' in 
this compound) a. crystal-structure analysis \\'3.5 c::trried 
out to examine in detaillhe configuration of the discrete 

• J. L. rIoard and II. II. Kordsicck, J. :\m. Chcm. Soc. 61, 2S5,; 
(1939) . 

G R E. Thom:t ct al., U.S. Atomic Energy Commission l~eport 
ORNL-3591 (1964) , pp. 3 fi. 
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